Michael Jackson

By Virginia Reyer

Michael Joseph Jackson was born on Aug. 29, 1958 in Gary, IN at 11.53 PM, CDT. Lat.
41° N 35'36", Long. 87° W 20'47", the 7th of 9 children. His father, steelworker Joe
Jackson, was a strict and often ill-tempered disciplinarian. His mother, Katherine, was of
the Jehovah’s Witness faith.
Michael was to an extent sheltered from the outside world. His father began to organize a
family musical group in 1962 and when Michael joined his brothers a year later, he
quickly established himself as a dynamic stage performer. The boys, known as the
Jackson 5, began playing in local clubs and bars and moved further afield as their talents
grew. In 1968, Bobby Taylor of the Vancouvers discovered the Jackson 5 and introduced
them to Barry Gordy, founder of Motown Records. Gordy renamed them as the Jackson
Five, moved them to Hollywood, where Diana Ross introduced them to the outside
world. They had a number of hits throughout the 1970s, and during that decade both
Michael and his brother Jermaine became solo artists. In the 1980's, Michael was named
“ Artist Of The Decade.” In 1982 his album “Thriller” became one of the most
commercially successful albums of all time. In 1985 he co-wrote and performed on the
USA for Africa benefit single, “We Are the World,” another international number-one
seller.
In 1991 he signed with Sony Music, and in 1992 he founded the “ Heal the World
Foundation” to help improve the lives of children across the world.
Michael’s Asc at16° C 49 denotes an original, creative thinker who tends to dominate
others intellectually. He wants to come first; is artistic, dexterous, restless, adaptable,
curious, and much occupied. The Asc i U’s < gives him an excitable personality with
nervous haste and unrest. With Asc. l N , he has a carefree attitude, emotional
difficulties, and problems in relationships including marriage or in partnerships. His N is
in a critical degree. N quindecile W is a highly
strained emotional life, an expression with an
inclination to impulsive action. The gift to yield
a powerful influence upon the public with his
work, W rules the 6th and is in the 4th . His
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P Rx 25° E 20 i IC: his home is a showplace
through which he expresses his creativity and
status. His thinking is strongly influenced by
unconscious memories. Decisions are based on
feeling, and he is secretive. There can be
neurotic tendencies. He forms opinions slowly

and changes them with reluctance. M & P are in mutual reception: valuable ideas,
knowledge can be gained through intuitive or psychic ability. P l R in detriment: he can
be rash, obstinate, willful, combative and accident prone.
R at S/ T midpoint: angry upsets. Rand T remain his outer planets throughout, except for
the pN moving above T after age 20 and again in 2006 until the N passes Rand moves
below.
R/ T midpoint 5° L 37 j M l O shows that he is prone to weak vitality, anxiety and
claustrophobia. M solstice the > its midpoint 29° C 11 is entertainer, actor, musician.
Family members tax his energy, and he has to make many adjustments and sacrifices to
brothers and sisters. Asc j T midpoint N : feelings of inferiority, depression caused by the
environment, the family, and separation of female persons. Vx 9° H 10 solstice the IC
shows an emotional attachment to his home. The IC, MC l R : both career and domestic
affairs are subject to strife and an inclination to get in trouble with the state. Vx l U is
separation and divorce due to lack of emotional fulfillment. Vx solstice MC brings favors
in an artistic profession, promotes the career, and attracts partnerships through social
prominence. Vx l X and U : unions are based on physical attraction. Aggression is
intense with a strong desire for personal satisfaction in relationships. It brings unusual
unions that have karmic links and lack adaptability and go to extremes. Inconstancy and
incompatibility in matters of affection bring consequent estrangement.
The Vx in the 6th rules work and health. It has to do with moods, temper and manners, as
well as how he relates to work and cares for others. Vx in H has the desire and
awareness for material success, rules the generative force, and is possessive, aggressive,
tough and domineering. It gives constructive energy or destructive activity and self
undoing. H is two-sided. The fixed planets relate to drugs and alcohol. Contact with
some specific relationship can transform the life for better or worse. V o M and W gives
an active imagination, success through sympathetic understanding of others, and power
of attainment. ] j Q creates hurt feelings. N x Q can appear to be negative, forcing
change that appears disruptive but in the long run is beneficial for soul growth. Q i IC, Q
j ] l R : a strong emotional and sexual life, with disharmonious tendencies and
destructiveness. S i V gives a fertile imagination, finds an outlet in art and music.
N l T both move along for a long time at the same rate to each other, gives a mother
complex and emotional inhibitions from early childhood experiences. This square affects
his reputation, career, relationships, and financial affairs. The father used to beat Michael
with a belt. D and J occupy two houses due to the interception, have strong karmic
lessons in this life. He tends to live in the past and has a skin disorder called “vitiligo.”
Michael actually has Lupus according to the Lupus foundation, but does not want it
revealed. Lupus is a T disease, a circulatory disorder. There are several types of the
disease, favorable under prolonged treatment. It can result from disturbed enervation (
part through the activation of the nerves), causing white spots that grow slowly as the
pigment disappears, making sunlight dangerous, T j Asc.: skin troubles and moral
handicaps. N l T is hereditary diseases. He also underwent cosmetic surgery several
times. U/W midpoint IC: the process of daring transformation to bring about new changes.

S/T j R is dissatisfaction with the self, angry upsets. Q k T gives a sense of rhythm and
proportion in art & music, gives ability to become popular.
Progressions
Michael married Lisa Marie Presley May 18, 1994 in a secret ceremony in the Dominican
Republic. Vx 3° I 30 j R l W is strong passion and strong sensuality in relationships.
They were divorced on Jan. 18, 1996. He married Debbie Rowe, an assistant to his
dermatologist, on Nov. 14, 1996. Though she carried Michael’s child, it has been
reported that Michael was renting Rowe’s womb, that she was artificially inseminated.
His son, Prince Michael, was born on Feb. 13, 1997. A daughter, Paris Michael
Katherine, was born April 3, 1998. Jackson and Rowe married on Nov 14, 1996 in
Australia and divorced Oct. 8, 1999. At the time of this writing (2004), she was suing for
custody. The case is pending in Santa Barbara Superior Court and she is confident of
winning custody, even though she was given a multimillion payout to give up the rights
to the children when they divorced. Michael purchased a home worth $ 1.27 million in
Franklin Canyon for Debbie and gives her an allowance of
$ 200,000 annually.
In early 2002 Michael introduced a six-month old boy as Prince Michael II, with no
information about the child’s mother. He playfully dangled the barefoot baby over the
railing of a 4th floor window of a Berlin hotel on Nov 19, 2002, an odd thriller for the
fans below. He has said that he wanted ten children, that he prefers their company.
2003 has not been a good year for Michael pAsc 23° D 34 i T’s < Node, shows that
serious work needs to be done. This conjunction creates difficulties and hardships leading
to unpopularity. He feels hindered, depressed with disadvantages through others. The Los
Angeles Independent reported that police conducted a criminal probe at his Neverland
Ranch on Nov. 19, 2003, in response to a new allegation of sexual abuse by a 12-year-old
boy. He turned himself in on Nov. 21 at 12.05 PM and was booked on charges at 1:53
PM and freed on $3 million bail. He was arrested on Nov. 22 at 10.24 AM. The friction
peaked on Nov 23, bringing down the superstar. His accuser, a teenager whose name has
not been revealed, claims the molestation took place in February and March of 2003.
There was a solar eclipse on Nov. 23, 2003 at 1° I 14 l nW & M, when Michael was
arrested. tSl pW Sept 2003. The arrest warrant alleges multiple counts of child
molestation. One boy said he was abused for six years. Authorities said accusations result
in criminal charges. Boys claimed they were drugged when being committed to lewd
acts. Police and prosecutors found fingerprints of Michael and his accuser on
pornographic magazines seized during a raid at Neverland. Vx 9° I 47 iAntares, an evil
star: he can be plagued with many problems and controversies, and be prone to selfdestruction.
Michael used to be a Jehovah’s witness. On Dec. 8, 2003 he became a member of the
Nation of Islam. On Dec. 24, 2003 he had to surrender his passport. The Vx & Anti-Vx
l R/T & ]/ Mc midpoint, bringing tests of strength, disputes, separations and illness. R
Rx l W is of a forceful nature, giving him a do or die attitude. R/W midpoint at 17° D 59

i Wasat, a star, is malevolent and destructive. The stakes are high for Michael; he is
charged with lewd acts against boys under age 14, a charge that could earn him up to 8
years in prison. N l U brings unstable domestic situations, unrest, an over-strained
emotional life, and states of fear and anxiety. The boy who accused Michael of
molestation in 1993 settled for over $22 million to the boy’s parents. Also the maid’s son
was bought off and they now refuse to testify.
Monique, an actress, claims she was carrying pop icon Michael’s twin IVF (in vitro
fertilization) children, and was due to give birth in Feb 2005 but had a miscarriage,
Ex-wife Rowe. who is suing Michael for custody of the kids, said he has struggled with
alcohol addiction and been in rehabilitation several times.
Michael himself says he is the victim of a conspiracy, and at one point drew up a list of
25 enemies, including Steven Spielberg and David Geffen.
A four-page court declaration from the teenage boy who brought the latest allegations
talks about sleeping in the same bed and accuses Michael of initiating physical sexual
contact with him on many occasions.
Gavin Arvizo, the cancer sufferer, says he was abused at age 12, being forced to take part
in “grotesque acts.” Further allegations of abuse are being investigated by the police and
trial has been set for Jan 31, 2005. There was a pre-trial hearing on Dec 21, 2004 at 1:10
PM.
In 2004 his chart is u (semisquare) to his natal positions. This is a bothersome,
disquieting time. The solar-arc is 44°56’, the pAsc 24° D 18 i Al Hecka, bringing
restlessness, discontent, a stormy life. Asc/N midpoint i U/V : lack of stamina, vitality
and loss. M i < 22° G quindecile MC is aimlessness, loss of interest in life, and
difficulty in making decisions.
In 2005 pT i the 6th affects health seriously and there is a need to change attitude about
work, tW x Asc and W i T at 22°: I a tragic future. R/T midpoint 11° L 47 remains at
the rim, l pN i Vx indicates problems with the children. In May, June and July tU will
station and go Rx Jun. 14 at 10°L 46 at 10° L. 46. This, in x to his p. IC at 7 G 32 can
show endings or sudden death. His family is afraid that he may commit suicide.
tT i prog Asc, tS i IC, tW i 6th , tV i 8th , tU i 9th . tV j U, tU solstice pM i < all
bring a sudden turn in destiny, big upsets and losses, chaotic conditions and scandal. R
has been Rx by progression for some time. T o M 21° G 27’ rules homosexuality. The
pAsc 25° D is a critical degree. tS goes SD i the prog IC on June 5. In Oct. he has a S
return. tW i n and p T is strong ambitions. tU j n and p W is fanaticism, extreme
tendencies and desperation, which affects health and work, and it is i the p6th. tT l the
nodes makes teamwork difficult, brings disadvantages through others. tT l pM, i pAsc
through Jun of 2005 are heavy transits that bring loss of fortune and possessions. pN and

Vx v Asc an irritating health aspects with anger toward others. P i S i V in G gives a
powerful imagination which is able to mislead others.
A boy revealed that there was a hidden room through a sliding door in back of his closet
down some stairs where Michael spent time with him. pT i tW j 12 th midpoint 22 F i
n5th i Denebola, a fixed star, brings public disgrace and benefits that don’t last. It has the
potential for suicide or a nervous breakdown. nR in the 12th l MC & IC: his activities
were carried out in seclusion, he was secretive about his desires and his sexual
involvements, and this aspect carries a danger of incarceration in prison if found guilty.
2004-2005 Mc u by solar arc i the 8th as R Rx in 2000 stations l W for some time. This
aspect is overly forceful in nature and can indicate a violent death. tU j W for the last
time from Sep through Jan 2005. It can indicate an act of violence or injury; it is the
mania of destruction. R p and t makes a grand square to it from Dec 25 to 31 at 00° to 4°
I. There is also a full Moon at 4° C 55, the R/T midpoint
11° L 47 l Vx/Anti-Vx iV and pN affects relationships with children, the family, legal
(in I), drug and alcohol problems (throughout the whole chart*). He may end up losing
everything. tU i R/T midpoint in May 2005. Michael told his victims not to tell anyone
what happened, said it was a secret, for them to live with him and never grow up. The pN
i Vx in the 5th at 11° I i Rastaban, a star, brings losses. The 5th involves the children.
He wants to feel at home with them.
N applying to i pT and tW is insanity, will have far reaching and long lasting effects.
* Alcohol problems are shown at:11* A, 8*-9* B, 22* -25* B
Heavy drinking: 28*B, 11* D, 9*E, 9*H, 20*-25*H, 11* J, 9*K, 20*-25*K.

